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DEAR TEACHERS, ADMINISTRATORS, COUNSELORS, & COACHES,

The companies of Varsity Brands have come together to create this 
series because we Believe In You. We believe in the important work 
that you do. We believe in the amazing talents that you use every 
day to serve your school. We believe that together, we can change 
student lives for the better.

We’ve partnered with Kevin Atlas to bring you inspirational stories 
from around the United States. Every episode in this series highlights 
people who embody the social and emotional competencies that 
your students need to develop in order to live their best lives.

Each video is accompanied by a lesson plan and activity guide 
that align directly to the CASEL social and emotional learning 
competencies. We’ve also included academic language 
resources and journal pages to help students build and practice a 
vocabulary of resilience and a growth mindset.

As members of the educational community, we’re grateful for the 
opportunity to serve your students, staff, and administration with 
free resources designed to elevate every student’s experience.

On behalf of BSN Sports, Varsity Spirit, Herff Jones, and OPENPhysEd.org, 
thank you for choosing a life of purpose and inspiration. 
We Believe In You.
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SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING COMPETENCY CONNECTION (REFERENCE: CASEL.ORG)

 “Fight as a soldier of change.”
  Responsible Decision-Making: Make constructive instructional choices that will identify 

problems, analyze possible solutions, and take action toward positive change.

 “Take action to elevate ourselves and others.”
  Relationship Skills: Communicate clearly with others in order to foster respect, kindness, and 

purposeful collaboration.

 “It starts with you.”
  Self-Awareness: Assess your strengths and limitations in order to take action with a sense of 

optimism and growth mindset.

TEACHER SELF-TALK WORKOUT GUIDE
SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING ACADEMIC LANGUAGE
  > Create a Social and Emotional Learning word wall.

  > Post the Academic Language Posters included with each episode on your word wall.

  > Use the posters as SEL discussion starters or as SEL reminders throughout the school year.

 Ambition (noun) A strong desire to achieve a goal that requires hard work and focus.

 Creativity (noun) The use of imagination in the production of a work or action.

 Determination (noun) A strong feeling of purpose and resolve to work toward that purpose.

 Dreams (noun) An aspiration or goal that is deeply valued by an individual.

 Friendship (noun) A bond between individuals characterized by support, trust, and concern 

for one another.

 Goal (noun) The object or focus of a person’s ambition or effort.

 Happiness (noun) A feeling of contentment, satisfaction, and joy.

 Health (noun) An optimal state of being that is free from illness or injury.

 Love (noun) An intense feeling of deep affection.

 Perseverance (noun) Determination in doing something despite difficulty.

 Success (noun) The accomplishment of a goal or purpose.
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TEACHER SELF-TALK
Jump-Start JournalUDate: _____________

Great educators plan and prepare in order to build a safe and positive 
learning environment for every student. Oftentimes, that requires us to be 
vulnerable, daring, and brutally honest with ourselves. This journal page is 
designed for you, the educator, to jump-start your students’ Believe In You 
journey by reflecting on your own self-talk, growth mindset, and goals.

#BelieveInYouChallenge Instagram Action Item

 Commit to promoting the #BelieveInYouChallenge with each episode. Every 
student journal page will include a call to action and prompt students to post 
specific challenges. Young people spend a lot of time on social media, and 
much of what they see and consume can deteriorate their determination and 
perseverance. Use the #BelieveInYouChallenge as a vehicle for adding regular 
doses of positivity into your students’ social media feeds.

 List 3 goals that you have for using this series with your students.

 1)

 2)

 3)

 When Kevin says, “It starts with you,” what does that mean to you personally 
— as a community member and as an educator? 

 Answer this question on the back of this page. How will you demonstrate 
social and emotional competencies (e.g., determination, kindness, courage) 
in your teaching so that your students can observe these qualities in you?
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A strong desire
to achieve a goal
that requires hard

work and focus.

AMBITION
(noun)

Kevin’s ambition drove him
to build his skil ls and fitness

and to become a great
basketball player.
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The use of
imagination

in the production
of a work or action.

CREATIVITY
(noun)

The solution to the
problem required the
team to use creativity
and try things that had

never been tried before.
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A strong feeling
of purpose and
resolve to work

toward that purpose.

DETERMINATION
(noun)

Caleb’s determination
allowed him to continue
to practice despite past

setbacks and failures.
He knows that failure is an 

ingredient of success.
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An aspiration or
goal that is

deeply valued
by an individual.

DREAM
(noun)

Izzi’s dream of becoming
a photographer has been

an important part of her l ife
since she was 10 years old.
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A bond between 
individuals

characterized
by support, trust,

and concern
for one another.

FRIENDSHIP
(noun)

Friendship can develop
when people work together

and learn to trust one another.
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The object or
focus of a person’s
ambition or effort.

GOAL
(noun)

The boys’ and gir ls’ 
basketball teams

wanted to support their 
classmates, so they

put effort behind
their goal of attending
a school band concert

and a theatre club
per formance. 
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A feeling of 
contentment, 

satisfaction, and joy.

HAPPINESS
(noun)

Happiness is
progress toward purpose.

That progress brings
contentment,

satisfaction, and joy.
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An optimal state
of being that

is free from illness
or injury.

HEALTH
(noun)

Lee makes his health
a priority because he

wants to be at his best
for his family and
his teammates. 
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An intense
feeling of deep 

affection.

LOVE
(noun)

The students and faculty
of Paradise High School

feel genuine love for
each other and their

school community.
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Determination
in doing something 

despite difficulty.

PERSEVERANCE
(noun)

Perseverance is a key
ingredient of a growth mindset.
It allows a person to keep trying 

even when others might quit.
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The accomplishment
of a goal or purpose.

SUCCESS
(noun)

The student government had a 
plan to help every student feel 
accepted and welcome at all 

school events, and they would not 
quit until that plan was a success.
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